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1. INTRODUCTION 
A number of papers in recent years study primal mixed finite-element methods ("hybrid meth- 
ods") for elliptic and parabolic problems [1-8]. This growing interest is driven by two important 
features of the primal mixed method. First, it conserves the mass locally at element level and 
conserves fluxes node-wise [2]. Nodal fluxes are of interest in some applications. For example, 
nodal fluxes are related with nodal forces in structural mechanics. In contrast, the standard 
Galerkin method is globally conservative through proper postprocessing calculation depending 
on the boundary conditions; see, for example, [9]. Second, the primal mixed method provides a 
softening of the quadratic form associated with the principal part of model equations and it is a 
starting point of study of the method of enhanced assumed strains (EAS method), which is very 
popular in computational mechanics during recent years [10-15]. 
In many cases the mixed formulation produces better approximation properties for the flux 
variable associated with the solution of a second-order lliptic problem than the classical Galerkin 
method; see, for example, [16] for discussions. Standard mixed finite-element methods for elliptic 
problems in divergence form are well understood [17-19]. A highly nonlinear case was treated by 
one of the authors [20,21]. On the other hand, primal mixed methods for elliptic problems are 
studied in [2,4-8]. However, few papers are available for primal mixed methods treating nonlinear 
cases [3]. We refer the readers to [1,16] for an extensive survey of mixed finite-element methods. 
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In this article, we study the primal mixed finite-element approximation of the solution of the 
following equation: 
- div(a(x)Vp) + b(x,p, Vp) = 0, for x E ~, 
(1.1) 
p(x) = 0, for x E Oft, 
where f~ is a bounded domain in It~ 2 with the boundary 0~2 of class C 1,1. We shall assume that 
a(x) E C°'l(~)) is a symmetric positive definite matrix such that 0 < AI _< a(x) <_ AI  and that 
problem (1.1) has a unique solution p C H2+E(f~) for 0 < e << 1. Here, Ha(f~) denotes the usual 
Sobolev spaces. 
Note that (1.1) is a Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman type equation which arises, for example, in 
optimal stochastic ontrol [22,23]. The following equation (1.2) can be written as an equation 
of form (1.1) by letting p = K(u) where the Kirchhoff transformation K(s)  = fo ~(t)dt for 
increasing k [24] appearing in 
- div(n(u)Vu) + d(x).  Vu = 0, in f~. (1.2) 
Problem (1.1) has been studied in the context of the standard mixed formulation [20]. There, 
unique solvability of the approximate problem is proved and optimal order a priori error estimates 
are obtained for the Raviart-Thomas mixed finite-element space. In this paper, we instead 
consider the primal mixed finite-element approximation and prove existence and uniqueness of 
the approximate solution. The framework of Caloz and Rappaz [24] is used to obtain optimal 
order error estimates measured in the L2(f~)-norm. Here, we examine growth conditions for the 
nonlinear term b of (1.1); see Lemma 4.1. We also point out that we need only a shape-regular 
triangulation while the previous work on standard mixed method [20] requires a quasi-uniform 
triangulation due to the use of inverse estimates. Finally, we derive reliable a posteriori error 
estimators using some of the ideas of [25], where standard mixed methods for linear problems 
with homogeneous boundary conditions are treated. 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in the next section, we formulate the primal 
mixed finite-element method for (1.1). In Section 3, we state the method of approximation of an 
abstract nonlinear problem. In Section 4, under some growth conditions for the nonlinear term, 
unique solvability is demonstrated and an optimal order error estimate for mixed approximation 
of equation (1.1) is derived. Finally, in the last section, a posteriori error estimator is constructed. 
2. THE PR IMAL  MIXED F IN ITE-ELEMENT METHOD 
A mixed formulation for (1.1) is obtained by introducing a flux variable 
u = aVp, 
which is of interest in many applications. Problem (1.1) is equivalent to seeking (u, p) such that 
au  - Vp = O, in f~, 
- div u + c(p, u) = 0, in f~, (2.1) 
p = O, on Of~, 
where a(x) = a- l (x)  and c(x,p,u) = b(x,p, Vp) = b(x,p, au). Hereafter, we shall omit the 
explicit dependence of any function on the spatial variable x C ft unless otherwise mentioned. 
Multiplying by test functions and integrating by parts we obtain the following weak formulation 
of problem (2.1): find (u,p) e L2(f~) 2 × H01(ft) such that 
(au, v) - (v, Vp) = 0, Vv E L~(~) 2, 
(u, Vq) q- (c(p, u), q) = O, 
where (-, .) denotes the inner product in L2(f~). 
Vq e 
(2.2) 
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We consider now a shape-regular family of decomposition of ~2, 7-h, with boundary elements 
allowed to have one curved edge or side. Associated with it, we take finite-dimensional subspaces 
Wh C L2(f/) 2 and Qh C H~(~) of index k >_ 1 given as follows: for a triangle T, 
Wh = {v e L2(f~)2 : VT • Ta, VlT E Pk-x(T)2}, 
Qh = {q ~ C ° ((2) : VT  e 7-h, qlT ~ Pk(T)} Cq g0~(~), 
where PI(T) is the space of polynomials of degree < I. 
For a rectangle T, 
Wh = {v • L2([2) 2 : VT e Th, VIT e Pk- l ,k(T) x Pk ,k - l (T )} ,  
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
Qh = {q C C O ((2) : VT  C Th, q[T C Pk,k(T)} n H~(fi), 
where PZ,m(T) is the space of polynomials of degree < I in xl and < m in x2. The primal mixed 
method for approximating the solution of (2.2) is defined by finding (uh,Ph) C Wh X Qh such 
that 
(aUh, v) -- (v, Vph) = 0, Y v e Wh, 
(2.5) 
(uh,Vq)+(cOh,uh),q)=O, Vq~Oh. 
In Section 4, we will demonstrate he unique solvability of (2.5) and derive optimal order error 
estimates in L 2 (ft)-norm. 
3. APPROXIMATION OF  AN 
ABSTRACT NONLINEAR PROBLEM 
In this section, we describe the approximation method for nonlinear problems (not depending 
on a parameter in this paper) developed in [26] or [27]. 
Let X and Y be real Banach spaces endowed with the norms II" I]x and I1" IIY, respectively. 
Consider the numerical approximation of the solutions u of nonlinear problems of the form 
F(u) = u + SG(u) = 0, (3.1) 
where S C/~(Y;X), G is a C 1 mapping from X into Y. 
To approximate problem (3.1) we introduce a finite-dimensional subspace Xh C X and an 
operator Sh E/:(Y; Xh). We find a Uh C Xh such that 
Fh(~h)  = uh + ShO(~h)  = 0. (3.2) 
We assume that the following hypotheses hold. 
(H1) G is a Cl-mapping from X into Y with the Lipschitz continuity of DG: there exists a 
function ~ ~ L(~) : •+ ~ R+, locally bounded, such that for all w C B(v,~), the 
closed ball with center v and radius 
I IDG(v)  - DG(w)llxy <_ n(~) l lv  - w l lx ;  
(H2) there exists another Banach space Z C Y with continuous embedding, such that 
DG(v) E E (X ;Z) ,  Vv c X; 
lim II(S~ - S)gilx = o, Vg • Y; 
h--~O 
(H4) 
lim ]lSh -- SIIz.x = O. 
h~O 
Note that (H4) is a consequence of (H3) when the imbedding Z C Y is compact; furthermore, 
the operator SDG(v)  C £(X; X) is compact. 
(H3) 
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THEOREM 3.1. Assume that (H1)-(H4) hold and that u is a regular solution of (3.1) namely, 
DF(u)  E L:(X; Y) is an isomorphism. Then there exists a neighborhood 0 of origin in X and, for 
h < h0 sma/1 enough, a unique uh E Xh such that Uh is a regular solution of (3.2) and Uh --u C O. 
Moreover, there exists positive constant C, independent of h, such that 
I I~h  - ullx ~ Cll(Sh -- S)C(u)IIx. (3.3) 
4.  UNIQUE SOLVABIL ITY  AND ERROR ANALYS IS  
We introduce the linear solution operator 
S :  H - ' ( f ] )  , L2(fl) 2 x H~(fl), 
f ,  > ~b = (~b,¢), 
defined by the solution of 
(a~b, v) - (v, V¢) = 0, V v E L2(f~) 2, 
(4.1) 
(~b, Vq) = (/, q), V q C Ho 1 (f~). 
We assume that the function b : ~/x R x R 2 , ]R satisfies the following conditions. 
(C1) b(x,y,z) is o fC  1'~, 0 G a < 1 class with respect to y E ]R and z E JR2: there exists a 
positive constant C which is independent of x, y, z such that 
[b~(x,y,z) - b~ (x, ~, ~,)1 < C(ly - ~71 ~ + Iz - ~1 ~) 
for any (x, y, z), (x, ~7, ~) C f~ x ]R x R 2. Here, b~ denotes b u or bz, (i = 1,2). 
(C2) The function b and its partial derivatives by and bz satisfy the following growth conditions: 
for some constant C 
Ib(x,y,z)l < C (1 + lYl ~ + Izl'), 
Iby(x,y,z)l <_ C(1 + lyl ~-1 + Izl~-l), 
and 
Ibz(x,y, ~.)1 _< C(1 + lYl ~- '  + Iz l~-') ,  
where 1 _</~ < 2. Or for some constant C 
Ib(x, y, -.)l _< C (1 + lYl ~ + Izl~), 
IbA~, y, ".)l -< C (1 + lYl~-') ,  
and 
Ib,(x, y, ~.)1 _< C (1 + I~.lz-'), 
whereT_>l  and l_</~<2.  
(C3) by(x, y, z) > 0. 
Let V = L2(f~) 2 x H01(f~) and let Y = H- l ( f~)  and define the mapping 
G:V ,Y, 
v= (v,q), ,G(v), 
by C(v) = c(q, v). Recall that c(q, v) = b(q, -av ) .  
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Under Conditions (C1) and (C2), G is C 1 mapping and DG is Lipschitz continuous, 
holds. 
Clearly, a pair u = (u, p) • V satisfies the equation 
F(~)  = ~ + sa(~)  = o (4.4) 
if and only if the function u = (u, p) satisfies equation (2.2). Moreover, F is Frdchet differentiable 
on V with its derivative DF(v) = I + SDG(v) E L:(V; V), because DG(v)w • Z for all v, w • V 
where Z = Ll+e°(gl) and Z C Y with compact imbedding. 
LEMMA 4.2. If u = (u,p) • V is the unique solution of equation (2.2), then DF(u) • £(V : V) 
is an isomorphism. 
PROOF. Note that DF(u) = I + SDG(u) and DG(u) = Dc(p, u), where I denotes identity map. 
We need to show that for each (s,r) • V, there exists a unique (fi,/~) • V such that 
(DF(u). (fi,/5), (v,q)) = ((s , r ) ,  (v,q)) ,  
i.e., 
(a (fi - s), v) - (v, V/5 - Vr) = 0, V v • L2(fl) 2, 
(fi - s, Vq) + (Dc(p, u)-  (fi,/5), q) = 0, V q • H 1 (n). 
LEMMA 4.1. 
that is, there exists ~ > 0 and a constant L(~) such that for given v E V, 
IIDa(v) - DG(w)llv;Y <_ n(~)llv - wliv , Vw E B(v,~). (4.2) 
Moreover, for v = (v,q), w = (w,r)  E V, 
DG(v)w = Cq(q, v)r  + Cv(q, v ) .  w E L 1+~° (~) 
with e0 = (2 - f l ) / f l .  
PROOF. By the generalized H61der's inequality we get that for v, w E L=(~) 2 
L v /5-1 Ivl/5-11wl yl dx <__ ]l IIL~.~-I)(~)IIWIIL2(~)IlYlIL"÷.o'.o(~), Vy E L(l+~°)/~°(fi), 
where (/5 - 1)/2 + 1/2 + co/(1 + co) = 1. After simple calculations we obtain eo = (2 -/3)//5. 
Since 1/(1 + co) + eo/(1 + co) = I taking the supremum over all y E L(I+~°)/~° (~t) we have that 
/5-1 I]lvl/5-~lwl[lL~÷.o(~) <--liVliL.(~-.(n)llwilL~(n). 
Note that for all 2 < s < co, H~(~2) C L~(f~) with continuous imbedding. Hence for q,r • H~(fl) 
the functions Ivl/5-1r, Iqi/5-1r, and Iql/5-Xlwl belong to LI+~°(~). Thus DG(v)w • Ll+~°(fl). 
On the other hand, for v = (v, q), w = (w, r) • V, 
IIDG(v) - DG(w)llv;y = sup sup f [(by(x,q,v) - bv(x,r,w))st 
¢=(~b,s)EV teH](~l) Jn (4.3) 
II~bllv=l [th=l 
+(b,(x,q,v) - b,(x,r ,w)) .  Ct] dx. 
From (4.3) and Condition (C1) and by the generalized Hhlder's inequality it is clear that (4.2) 
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Then we have the weak form of a homogeneous general elliptic problem appropriate for the primal 
mixed method which is given by seeking (fi - s,/5 - r) • V such that 
(~ (a  - s ) ,  v)  - (v,  V~ - Vr )  = 0, Vv • L2(~) 2, 
( ( f i - s ) ,Vq)+(cu(p ,u ) . ( ( f i - s ) ,q )+(cp(p ,u ) (~- r ) ,q )  = (f*,q),  Vq • Hl(f l),  
where f* = -Cu(p, u) -s -ep(p ,  u)r E Z C Y. From the assumption on a and Condition (C3) this 
variational form has a unique solution (fi,/~) • V by Gilbarg and Trudinger [28]. Hence DF(u) 
is an isomorphism of V. | 
We consider piecewise polynomials space Vh such that Vh C V. Let Vh = Wh XQh for the spaces 
Wh C L2(fl) 2 and Qh C H~(fl) defined by (2.3) or (2.4) for a shape-regular t iangulation Th 
of f~. Let us define the solution operator 
by 
S. : I•Y  ,¢t ,=(¢. ,¢. )•Y.  cY 
(aCh,v )  - (v ,V¢h)  = 0, Vv  • Wh,  
(4.5) 
(¢h,Vq) = (f,q), Vq • Qh. 
Then we can construct a family {Fh}o<h<l of mappings, Fh : V - -*  V, by for all v E V, 
Fh(v)  = v + s .c (~) .  
Thus, an equivalent form of problem (2.5) consists of finding the solution Uh E Vh satisfying 
Fh(lth) = Uh 2c ShC(Uh) = O, (4.6) 
where G(uh) = c(ph, Uh). The following lemma has well-known results (see [1]) with the standard 
L2-projection Ph onto Wh and the Clement interpolation operator 3'h from Ho ~ (f~) to Qh [29]. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let ( Th ) h be a shape-regular family of triangulations of f~ and let the subspaces W h 
and Qh be defined by (2.3) or (2.4). I f  for f • Y the solution (¢,¢)  of problem (4.1) belongs 
to V, then the following pointwise convergence holds. 
lim II(S - Sh)fHv = O, V f  • Y. (4.7) 
h---*0 
In addition, if for f • H k-1 (f~) the solution (¢ , ¢) of problem (4.1) belongs to H~(a)2 x H k+l(fl), 
then we get for constant Cs > 0 independent of h and for integer k >__ 1 
I I (S -  Sh) f l lv  = I1¢ -- Chllo + I¢-- Chl~ 
Csh k ([¢]k + [¢[k+1) 
CshkHf[[k-1 •
From (4.2), Lemm~ 4.1-4.3, and the fact Z c Y with compact imbedding, applying Theo- 
rem 3.1 we get the following result. 
THEOREM 4.4. For the regular solution u of (4.4), there exists a neighborhood 0 of origin in V 
and, for h _< ho small enough, a unique Uh • Vh such that Uh is a regular solution of (4.6) and 
Uh -- u • (_9. Moreover, there exists a positive constant C, independent of h, such that 
II~h - ~ l lv  <- c I l ( sh  - s )c (~) l l v .  (4.8) 
By estimating the consistency er ror  (Sh -- S )C(u)  using the result of Lemma 4.3, we obtain a 
priori error estimates. 
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COROLLARY 4.5. Let k >_ 1 and let (u,p) C Hk(f~) 2 x Hk+l(~).  Then there is a constant C 
independent of h such that 
- = Ilu - u . l l o  ÷ Ip -Ph i l  
<_ Ch k (lulk ÷ Iplk+~) • 
The corollary shows that the estimate is optimal in order and in regularity. 
REMARK 4.6. Since DF(u) is an isomorphism from V onto V, for small enough h, DF(uh) is 
an isomorphism with 
I IDF(Uh)-t l lv;v < 2 I IDF(u) - ' i lv ;v .  
In fact from the result of Corollary 4.5 we can take 0 < hi _< ho such that for 0 < h <__ hi, 
Uh • B(u,( )  for some ~ > 0 and 
11DF(u)-t[DF(uh) - DF(u)] H v;v < 11DF(u)-'][ v;v II Sll Y;V II DG(uh) - DG(u)I[ v;Y 
< L(~)HDF(u)- I I Iv;v IlSllY;vlbh - ullv 
1 <-  
-2  ~ 
where constant L(~) and ho are given in (4.2) and Theorem 4.4, respectively. With the identity 
DF(uh) = DF(u) + DF(uh) - DF(u) 
we deduce that the mapping DF(uh) is an isomorphism with an inverse uniformly bounded in h. 
We have the following theorem on an a posteriori error estimate bounded by the residual 
I I F (u , ) l lv  - -  II(S - s , )c (u , ) l l v .  
THEOREM 4.7. Under the assumption of Theorem 4.4, there exists 0 < hi <_ h0 such that for aJl 
h<_ hi, 
II u -uh l lv  -< 2 IIDF(uh) -1 [[v;v II( s -S . )C(uh) l l v ,  (4.9) 
where hi and Uh are given in Remark 4.6 and Theorem 4.4, respectively. 
PROOF. See [24]. | 
5. AN A POSTERIORI  ERROR EST IMATE 
It is the purpose of the section to construct reliable a posteriori error estimators for our 
nonlinear problem. We will follow some of the ideas of Carstensen [25], where standard mixed 
methods for linear problems with homogeneous boundary conditions are treated. 
We consider the Cl~ment's interpolation operator [29] 3'h : //01(f~) ~ Qh which satisfies the 
following estimates: 
l - - rn lit - ~.rllm,T <_ C~.hT I l r l l l ,~ ,  Vr  • Ho~(a), m = 0, 1, VT • Th, 
(5 .1)  
1/2 
and 
I-yhrll,a <_ C~lrll,a , Yr  • H01(fl), (5.2) 
where Eh is the set of element sides in Th, WT = U{T' • Th : T n T' 7 ~ 0} and w E = U{T • Th : 
E • T}. Here, I1" IIm,~ denotes the norm in Hm(¢o), hT is the diameter of the element T and hE 
is the length of edge E. 
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REMARK 5.1. Theorem 4.7 and Remark 4.6 imply 
_< CIl(S - Sh)G(Uh)IIv 
= CII~ - Uh]lW, 
where C = 4[IDF(u)-l[ Iv;v is a constant independent of h and fi = (fi,/5) is the unique solution 
for the primal mixed methods for the following of the linear elliptic problem: 
where f = C(ph, Uh). 
(aft, v) - (v, Vp) = 0, Vv e L2(a) 2, (5.3) 
(fi, Vq) = - ( f ,q ) ,  Yq e H~(a),  (5.4) 
Note that the unique approximate solution Uh = (uh,Ph)  satisfies the following nonlinear 
system: 
(auh,  v)  - (v, Vph) = 0, Vv e Wh, (5.5) 
(Uh,Vq) = --(f,q), Yq E Qh, (5.6) 
where f = C(ph, Uh). 
Let e =/3 - Ph E Hd(f~) and ~ = fi - Uh. We need an additional assumption on a, 
a E CX'° (~) ,  
and there exists a constant Ca > 0 such that 
max II(V@J~ll~,a ~ ca. 
i,j,k=l,2 
(5.7) 
LEMMA 5.2. For a constant C independent of h, we have 
al/~Ve < C (T~ h~l l f  - div(aVph)ll~,T + h '~ l l~u~,  - o ,a  - Vph l lo ,a  
+ Eee.\oaY~ hEllJ((uh - aVph)" n)llg,E) 
i/2 
where for q E L2(f~) and E E Ch, J(q)[E = (qlT+)[E -- (q[T_)]E if E = T+ AT_  and the unit outer 
normal vector n E points from T+ into its neighbor element T_ and f = c(ph, Uh).  
PROOF. Let eh = 7he and (ah)ij ---- Ph(a i j )  where Ph is the standard L2-projection onto the space 
S°(Th) = {ro E L2(f~) : rolT e Po(T), VT  e Th} with estimate IIr -- Phrllo,f~ <_ Cphll~Trllo,f~, 
Vr E Hl(f~), where Cp > 0 is a constant independent of h. By summing and subtracting and 
from equations (5.4)-(5.6), we get 
(aVe, Ve) = (fi - a~Yph, Ve -- Veh) + (Uh -- aVph, Veh) 
---- (fl -- aVph, Ve -- Veh) + (O~Uh -- Vph, aVeh -- ah Veh). 
(5.s) 
uo vaaoa assg oqa 'saa~d Xq uo!:m~o:m! Xq pu~ (lz'~) tuo~ (9"~) ~ut.aa~aaqns 9;a!ivuo~oqaao oqa X~t 
(tt-~) 
:spIo q ~u!~mHO J oq~ X~!l~UO~Oq:Uo oq~ Xq uoq& "0 = (gI aria 'mA) pu~ '(U)~H 9 g '(13)°//3 m 
ql!t~ 'glsn3 + may = vn-_n = a aA~q o~ 'uoN!sodmoao p ZalOqtUlO Hoql ~u!aop!suo o "dOO~d 
~IT 
U9\~9S t ~29~ 
~'Oll(..~.)cll~v ~ +~'°ll(~~"-)rll~ ~ + 
.LD,L '{L9,£'~ U'O 
~'7.1i(",',<'):,'~o iiu X + ~'°II""A:P- tli~u ~ ) o ~ "</~<'i 
OAVt l Om 'y 7o ~uopuodopur. D ~u~suoo ~ .ro d .g.~ vHr~q 
"m 0 o~ (~u qu) = u aO~OOA Vmaou ao~no ~!un oq~ 
q~!m tu = ~ '~u-- = t~ ~q:~ staollo J :~ jo uo!:~ao~!p oq~ pu~ m0 uo I~!:mo~u~:~ s! (a 7 'tT) = :~ oaoqm 
(o~~) 7 ,7 'ep (~I" ~)-~ = zp (~ ImO .z + .~ lano. 
'm 0 Sa~punoq z~!qasdvI oq:~ q~!,,~ (m)t H ~ ) ptre (m)~ H ~ _~ aoj ~q~ o~ou o~ pu V 
"(~xO'~XOk-~O -tO )=-tlm~ 
, tx~ :x~ 
-- + -- _ )lan~ 
(~)'D) = ) uoDounj ~O:)OOA oq~ ~oj ~q~t o~ou OA/t 
'JOO,Id oq:l, opni3uo3 oat {~'OVL)dO'~'O'vzO}x~tu (/l~/X = ,9 ~.u'eel~UO3 oq~. q:lt_kA 
• fro aA:/? ~J,oll~dA _ Vn"all~t~li -~¢'J>OaO + 
u'o 
aAa/iv ~'°ll(u- (vaA~,- Un))/'ll3v ~/,_X'~-,.9 + 
a/T 
(6~) 'it;9,/;) 
u'o aA~ltV "r°tl(~dAv)A!P + f- lily ~ ~/~-v"W 
g/t 
(~A(~V - v)'VdA - ~n~) + 
~_L 9,£ ~.L 9a5 
.r.o(va - a'u. (~dAv - Vn)) ~ + m(Va - a '(~dAv)A!p + f-) ~ = (a A 'aAv ) 
u!~qo om '(L'~) pu~ '(~.~) '(~.~) so:mtu!:mo tuoa 3pu~ ~:lax~d Aq uo!:~a~o~u! get 
I08 uo!:l~tu!xoaddv :motuoIH oa!U!d pox!DI pem!ad 
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the right-hand sides of (5.11) becomes 
(aW,  W)  = (¢, V(w - 7hW)) 
= ~ (--f + diVuh, w-- 7hW)T + ~ (~" n,w -- 7hW>OT 
TETh T6Th 
= ~_,(--f+diVUh,W--'ThW)T+ ~,  <J(uh.n),w--"/hVO}E 
Hence, we have 
TETh E6£h \Ofl 
al/2Vw 
O,f~ 
1/2 
al/2Vw . 
0,~ 
1/2 
al/2Vw <_Go ( . . h~'ll-- f +diyuhll~,T+ ~ hEIIJ(uh'n)ll~,E , (5 .12)  
O,fl \<" ETh Ee£h\Ofl 
where the constant Cw -= v/2-~max{OTh, C-yE}. 
Let flh ----7h9. Since e = P--Ph e Hi(n), subtracting (5.3) from (5.5) we have 
(~, cur l&)  = <cur l&,  re )  = 0. 
By element-wise integration by parts the second term of the right-hand side of (5.11) becomes 
(~ curl 9, curl 9) = (~,  curl(9 - &) )  = --(~uh, curl(9 - &)) 
= ~ (curl(c~Uh), 9 -- 9h)T -- ~ <aUh" t, 9 -- flh)OT 
T6Th TeTh 
---- ~ (curl(~uh),9 -- t3h)T -- ~ (J(cmh" t),fl -- flh>E 
T6q'h EEEh 
,1. 
_< C-y h h~[[ eurl(auh)ll2,z) [[Vflllo,n 
+ C.~E hEJlJ(auh" t) HO,E HVflllo,a • 
\E6_gh 
Since IJvgllo,a = I1 eurlNIo,a < A1/211~1/2 curlflllo,a, we get 
c~l/2curlfl <C$(T~eT h~[leurl(e~Uh)]12,r+ ~-~ hEl[j(c~Uh 2 )1/2 _ • t ) l lO ,E  , (5 .13)  
0,fl E6~;h 
where C;~ = %/~max{OT~,OTE }. Together with (5.12) and (5.13) we conclude the proof. | 
Combining Remark 5.1 and Lemmas 5.2 and 5.3, we obtain the following theorem. 
where the error indicator ?~h : 
follows: 
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THEOREM 5.4. For the solution u = (u,p) of problem (2.2) and the approximate solution Uh = 
(uh,ph) to problem (2.5) we have for all h < ho sufficiently small 
Ilu - Uh I lV  < C~h, (5.14) 
(~TeT~ ~;2)1/2 and the local error indicator ~T is defined as 
~ = h~ OIc(ph, Uh) -- div UhlI2,T + IIC(ph, Uh) -- div(aVph)ll2,T) 
+h~ (H curl(auh)ll2,T + HaUh -- Vph]Io,T)2 
+hE (HJ(aUh 2 "t)]10,0 T+l l J (uh  n) 2 2 - n)llo,o ). • I Io ,o r+ l l J ( (uh  aVph) .  
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